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Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Implemented and Live in Indiana

Indianapolis, IN – The Indiana Professional Licensing Agency (IPLA) and the Indiana Medical Licensing Board (the Board) are pleased to announce that the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact (the Compact) is now implemented and live in state of Indiana. The Compact is an interstate agreement among participating U.S. member states and territories to work together to significantly streamline the licensing process for physicians who want to practice in multiple states. It offers a voluntary, expedited pathway to licensure for physicians who qualify. The Compact is governed and administered by the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Commission (IMLCC). The Compact was adopted in the state of Indiana by Senate Enrolled Act (SEA) 251-2022, and its applicable regulations are provided in statute under Indiana Code § 25-22.5-16.

Eligible physician applicants may now apply directly through the Compact. Helpful information and resources about eligibility and how to apply can be found on the Compact’s following web pages:

- Information for Physicians
- Interstate Medical Licensure Compact – Apply

Questions may be directed to the IPLA’s staff to the Board. Please visit the IPLA’s “Medical (Physicians & Osteopathic Physicians) Home” web page for specific contact information. Questions may also be directed to the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Commission’s (IMLCC) Support Until at inquiry@imlcc.net or (303) 997-9842 (8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time).

Additional Resources:

- Interstate Medical Licensure Compact – Home (imlcc.org)
- About the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact (A Faster Way to Physician Licensure)
- Interstate Medical Licensure Compact – What Does it Cost?
- About the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Commission (IMLCC)
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Commission’s (IMLCC) Compact Policies, Rules, and Laws
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Participating States (Map)
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact Educational Videos
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact – Information for States
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact - News
• Interstate Medical Licensure Compact – Contact Us
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